Acrobatic Gymnastics National Technical Committee
August 29, 2018
Minutes

Meeting called to order, 8/29/18, via conference call at 6:15pm

Role Call:
Holly King
Brandi Wren
Kathie Kanavel
Trisha Leveque
Cahdi Jones

Judging Progressions
• To be reviewed and updated.
• TC will consider changes that are necessary.
  o Publication of new progression may not be posted until the start of the new quadrennium.

FIG Judges
• At this time, once a judge has obtained an FIG brevet, being paid as an International Judge remains for the duration of judging career.
  o The TC will continue to monitor, consider, and evaluate this and have the right to revisit.

Tracking of Judges Progressions
• Judges tracking will be changed.
• Introduction of a Blue Tracking Card
  o Each judge will be responsible for tracking their own progressions.
  o This form is to be filled out by each judge and a copy sent to the Regional Technical Chair at the end of each season.
  o Regional Technical Chairs will be monitoring judges as have been completed in the past to ensure that information provided on the Blue Tracking Card is accurate

Miscellaneous Items
• If a judge takes more than 1-year hiatus, they are required to test into the ranking they left as.
• Preparations are being made for National Judges Course to be held in November.